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LE A DERSHIP
FORU M
FROM THE PRESIDENT
Those of you who are longtime followers of Omaha Presbyterian
Seminary Foundation (OPSF), find a new face smiling back at you
as you dig into the Foundation’s spring newsletter. As 2021 drew to
a close, the Rev. Dr. Gary Eller concluded his tenure as president,
and I joined the Foundation in January. I have spent my career in
parish ministry, and this role provides a fresh opportunity for me
to serve pastors and churches during a time that is both tumultuous
and brimming with possibility.
This March, I attended our Pastoral Leadership Revitalization (PLR) retreat, alongside the Missouri
Union Presbytery cohort (which you will learn about on page 5). As I cruised across the miles to the
Kansas retreat center, I anticipated my visit as an opportunity to make connections with church leaders
serving in the OPSF region, which is new to this former east coaster. Plus, I imagined getting to see
the PLR program in action to better understand the Foundation’s programmatic potential. The visit
was both connection and research, but it turned out to be much more.
The retreat focused on resilience, and I jumped in alongside other participants, reflecting on life
in congregational ministry. In many ways the last two years feel like resilience boot camp for
pastors. Despite my anticipation of participating in the retreat from a forensic, organizational-leader
perspective, I felt the exhaustion and sense of inadequacy of navigating the pandemic as a church
leader being wrung from me. I remain grateful for that threshold moment in my early tenure at
OPSF—a time to acknowledge the shared trauma and unexpected joys of parish ministry and to step
forward in my commitment to lead OPSF with the ingrained experience of a pastor who loves Christ’s
beautiful and complicated church and who longs for fullness of life for my colleagues in ministry.
For 2022, I have prioritized cultivating relationships. OPSF has long developed and sustained
congregational leaders through a variety of scholarships, organizational grants, and educational
programming. As the landscape of ministry continues to shift around us, the Foundation’s leaders
sense the spirit’s nudging towards our own transitions. It is my privilege to walk alongside our
board and staff as we discern what is next for the Foundation. I welcome the opportunity to hear
your stories, to acknowledge your challenges, and to be stirred with possibility by your hopes.
The Foundation’s commitment to churches and their leaders remains firm. This issue of the
Foundation’s newsletter offers glimpses of how we continue to honor our mission, even as we
imagine a bold new future. I am holding God’s words to the prophet Isaiah (as so beautifully and
urgently translated by Eugene Peterson) as an intention for my first year of my OPSF presidency:
Be alert, be present. I’m about to do something brand-new.
It’s bursting out! Don’t you see it?
There it is! I’m making a road through the desert, rivers in the badlands.
(Isaiah 43: 19, The Message)
I look forward to discerning the brand-new thing that God is doing with and for the Foundation, and
the PC(USA) congregations and leaders we exist to serve. I invite you to follow along as I blog about
my journeys at omahapresbyterianseminaryfoundation.org/ministry-across-miles.
Peace and light,

The Rev. Shelli Latham

Pastoral
Leadership
Revitalization
will Continue!
When Pastoral Leadership
Revitalization (PLR) started
in 2019, no one had any
idea that a pandemic would
disrupt life, including
ministry and pastors. The
program was in place by
the time the pandemic hit,
and it has proven valuable
to pastors. We’ve received
tremendous affirmation
of the positive impact the
program has had on pastors.
A Missouri pastor said,
“There’s not much tangible
evidence of improvement
in my congregations or my
ministry. But because of PLR
I’m still here, still in ministry,
and my congregations still
have a pastor. I could have
easily been part of The Great
Resignation without the
retreats and the coaching
and the renewal.”
STORY CONTINUED
ON PAGE 3
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The Gift of Prayer
On Tuesday mornings, the OPSF staff gathers in our
conference room, calendars in-hand, for a weekly
staff meeting. After the to-do list reviews and
upcoming-event reminders, we pull up the website of
one of the presbyteries in our region in preparation
for our closing prayer. This time of prayer has
rapidly become a favorite part of our gathering.
As we prepare to lift a particular presbytery before God,
we read through mission statements and peruse staff
listings. We take note of the calendar, and the business
and fellowship before the presbytery. We familiarize
ourselves with programs and programming constraints.
And we look at every church or worshiping community
served by the presbytery. Then we pray for it all: the joys
and the challenges of ministry in a particular place, the
people called to God’s work, the churches which make
up this beautiful and messy body that is the PC(USA).
Amid our prayers for you, we have found God answering
unexpected prayers for us. It is a gift to learn a bit
more about the thirteen-state region OPSF serves each
week, to tiptoe gently into your joys and your aches, to
see the faces and places the Foundation has long been
committed to sustain. Every week, we are surprised
by signs of the living spirit across this middle swath
of America. Each presbytery, including those with
limited enrollment and resources, provides a dose
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of inspiration. At a time when the mainline church
feels as if much is being peeled away from us, still
there is no shortage of opportunities to celebrate.
The imaginations and hope of OPSF’s staff
have been sparked by things such as:
• A Presbytery of Northern Central Iowa church decked
out in quilts across the sanctuary, a feast of the eyes
for worship and a testimony to talent and shared labor
• Purposeful engagement with Matthew 25 in
Heartland Presbytery
• Glacier Presbytery’s Commissioned Pastor’s program
• Creativity in the skateboard ministry
at Serious Juju (Kalispell, MT)
• Homestead Presbytery’s assessment and
visioning work with LeaderWise
If you work and worship in OPSF’s region, you
can trust that we will be praying for you. Be on
the lookout for a note that has been held in each of
our staff members hands as our prayer for you also
answers a prayer for ourselves. If there is particular
hope or thanksgiving you’d like our staff to hold
before God, please don’t hesitate to reach out.
Images below are from our prayer presbyteries.

PA S TO R A L L E A D E R S H I P
R E V I TA L I Z AT I O N ( P L R )
WILL CONTINUE!
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

SUSTAINABILITY
GRANT
PLR will continue for
another five years thanks
to a Sustainability Grant!
The rest of 2022 will be a
transitional year featuring
two phases:
PHASE 1
Through June 30, 2022
Holding all retreats that
were postponed due
to the pandemic
PHASE 2
Begins July 1, 2022

Coaching of pastors
continues and three
retreats focus upon
resiliency and enneagrams

Financial structure shifts
for sustainability; pastors
will pay small fee for
coaching and retreats

Another pastor shared with us how beneficial the very first retreat was for her. It
was a time when she was grieving her father’s death, and the retreat offered her a
comforting space to be herself. This pastor has also experienced more community
among pastors by being in PLR. She has grown in confidence, has better decisionmaking skills, and has learned to problem solve in a new way. This pastor noted
that even her church personnel committee can see a difference in her.
One of our coaching mentors shared with us that coaching other pastors has been
a great experience for him. One of his pastor-clients is very reflective and analytical.
All it takes with this pastor is a little prompting, some questions that invite reflection,
and he delves into whatever the situation is and teases out the implications, options
or whatever is called for. His other pastor-client has been through a lot, and she
is very creative, resourceful, and visionary. She’s always coming up with new
possibilities for her ministry context. This coaching mentor says that working with
both of these pastors has been energizing for him, especially “as an old guy moving
toward retirement.”
With these positive experiences, we are grateful to announce that PLR will be
continuing for another five years thanks to receiving a Sustainability Grant. This
year is a transition year for PLR because of the new grant. At the beginning of the
pandemic, when retreats were canceled and postponed, the funding organization
gave PLR a six-month extension for the program. The ‘first phase’ of PLR continues
through June 30, 2022, holding the retreats that had been postponed.
The next phase of PLR begins July 1, 2022. Monthly coaching for pastors will
continue, as will retreats. Three retreats are planned for the fall of 2022. One
retreat will focus on resiliency, one on the enneagram and the third retreat is still
in the planning phase.
One major element of sustainability is a change in how this program is funded.
During the first three years, pastors received coaching and retreats free of charge.
Pastors will now pay a small fee for coaching, and a registration fee for retreats.
Additionally, pastors will be invited to attend more than one retreat each year if
they choose and will pay full cost for the second retreat. These changes provide
financial sustainability to the program.
The other major change in PLR is expansion. We expect to expand the program
into other presbyteries in the 13-state region served by OPSF. Currently, PLR staff
are working with the Presbytery of Eastern Oklahoma to offer coaching and retreats
in that presbytery. In the coming years, we will talk with more presbyteries about
offering PLR in their regions.
If your presbytery wants to provide support for pastors through PLR, please
contact Becky Balestri at becky@opsf-omaha.org. We are eager to contribute
to the resiliency of pastors and thereby to churches.

Program expands into new
presbyteries, starting with
Eastern Oklahoma

The Rev. Becky Balestri
PLR PROG R AM MANAG ER
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CENTRAL NEBRASK A PLR COHORT
FOUR CONCEPTS
EMPHASIZED IN
WORKSHOP
Worship is an
intentional spiritual
journey, an
encounter with God

Active engagement
in worship results
in formation and
shaping of persons
who “go and do
likewise” in the world

It is imperative to
communicate the
Gospel in a variety
of forms, offering
worship in a variety
of sensory-rich ways

Worship leadership
shapes how deeply
worshipers go in their
own journey own
deeply worshipers go
in their own journey

CELEBRATING ADVENT IN NOVEMBER
Pastors and commissioned pastors from Central Nebraska and the Panhandle gathered at the
Leadership Center in Aurora, Nebraska, for their third PLR retreat. Dr. Marcia McFee of
Worship Design Studio (worshipdesignstudio.com) was the featured workshop and worship
leader, as her workshop teachings were used in worship.
In her workshops, Marcia emphasized four concepts: (1) Worship is an intentional spiritual
journey, an encounter with God; (2) active engagement in worship results in formation and
shaping of persons who “go and do likewise” in the world; (3) it is imperative to communicate
the Gospel in a variety of forms, offering worship in a variety of sensory-rich ways; and, (4)
the way worship is led makes a difference in how deeply worshipers go in their own journey.
Two key lessons emerged: simple attention to the adornment of worship space (with
fabric, lighting, candles, etc.) enhances worship engagement, and worship should draw
on a consistent theme.
The participants experienced these learnings during worship itself. The worship theme for
the four services during the retreat was “The Inn: Housing the Holy.” The worship space was
adorned with deep blue fabric, lights and four small crates. Each crate held a large candle—the
candles of Advent. During each worship service, a participant read scripture and placed the
lit candle in a crate. Participants also sang two songs during each worship service: “Make of
My Heart a Stable” and “Hope Waits for Us at Advent.” By the end of the retreat, these songs
became the foundation for understanding that we can house the Holy in this Advent season.
“I’ve been raving about all the resources and creative ideas we were exposed to – and about
Marcia herself. Being introduced to her and her resources was a gift. Worship planning can be
a deeply meaningful spiritual discipline. It can also be beautiful. I also love the way Marcia
approaches the lectionary texts—reading all the prophets together, all the epistles together, all
the gospels together and finding threads. I’m going to try that (when I have time!). I also love
the night we went to the Mexican restaurant and enjoyed that fellowship and game. We have
become such a comfortable community that enjoys each other, and that too, is a gift.”
–Jill Boyd, retreat participant.

M I S S O U R I U N I O N P L R G R O U P R E T R E AT
REGATHERING AFTER A PANDEMIC
Pastors and commissioned pastors from Missouri Union and
surrounding presbyteries met for a third retreat in Kansas City.
The theme of the retreat was Re-Gathering after a Pandemic.
Kili Wenburg taught the spiritual practices of lectio divina
and embodiment prayer, and offered spiritual direction. Drew
Benson led workshops on a variety of issues related to regathering. And, Becky Balestri served as worship leader.
Although the pastors had been together five months earlier,
they were just as eager to gather in person. As one person
noted on her retreat evaluation, “This was just what I needed! I
feel so blessed and grateful to have been a part of this retreat!”
Drew Benson is a psychologist with LeaderWise. He is a
skilled workshop leader, able to both move in the direction that
the group is going, as well as pulling the group back to the task
at hand. The most valuable session focused on discerning our
values. Drew led the group through a process that narrowed the
focus of what we truly valued. During the process, participants
were asked to share their values and stories. Meaningful,
deep stories were shared, frequently eliciting tears. It was an
opportunity for the participants to know each other on a more
intimate level. (This process can be found at
psychologytoday.com/us/blog/theory-knowledge/201802/
personal-value-exploration-experiential-activity)
During two of the evenings, pastors gathered to play a game
called Who Said True?, a game that promotes storytelling
and discovering who your friends are. One night it was eight
pastors; the next night, 14 pastors sat around a table sharing

stories and laughing. The pastors learned even more about
each other. One pastor opened with, “I’ve never told this
story…” As the game is a “what’s said here, stays here”
kind of game, we can’t tell you what happened. Suffice it to
say, it was a compelling story. (You can find this game at
whosaidtrue.com)
Based on the evaluations shared after the retreat, most pastors
left feeling better than they had when they arrived. Several
pastors arrived feeling “normal” and left feeling excited.
(Yes, normal is in quotes as normal is different for everyone.)
One person arrived feeling closer to stressed and left feeling
rejuvenated. This is the purpose of PLR Retreats—to revitalize
and rejuvenate pastors.

Rick Watson

M I N I S T R Y I N VA N D A L I A , M O

In the midst of the pandemic, Rick Watson completed seminary and accepted a call to serve the
Presbyterian Church in Vandalia, Missouri. Upon his arrival, the Missouri Union executive presbyter,
Deborah Boucher-Payne, invited Rick to participate in the Pastoral Leadership Revitalization program,
which he accepted. Rick is blind, able see just a bit of light at the edges of his vision. Rick’s experience
in ministry offered a new perspective within the PLR experience.
Like many courageous pastors, Rick completed seminary and opened himself to receive a call
anywhere God wanted him to serve, landing in Missouri. Rick, however, relies on unique tools which
empower him to be an effective pastor. His cell phone “talks” to him so that he can hear texts and
other notifications. He has an extraordinary braille printer that converts documents to braille and prints
them. He is serving his church faithfully and effectively because of these tools.
The PLR program also supports Rick and provides fresh tools for his ministry toolbox. This past fall, several problems popped
up at the same time, the most challenging being that his braille printer died. When the PLR manager learned of this, she emailed
both the executive presbyter and Rick’s coach. They took it from there, learning that the state of Missouri has an assistive
technology program and provided the braille printer for Rick. Rick’s coach was also available to him, coaching him through the
other challenges and problems Rick was facing.
We are grateful for Rick Watson’s ministry in Vandalia, Missouri. It is rewarding for the PLR staff to know that a pastor’s
ministry is thriving, in part, because he is a part of this program.

Dan Voigt

D O C TO R O F M I N I S T RY

As many are keenly aware, the pandemic has worn hard on churches and
pastors. Many have closed their doors and all have been a bit battered form
the experience. I know many of my collogues have begun to question their
calling to ordained ministry and some have left or are actively seeking
other employment. I, however, have felt my calling only strengthen during
this time, even as I, too, became increasingly aware that the church of the
future will need to change and adapt as it moves forward.
When I heard about a new DMin. Cohort starting at UDTS focusing on
identity (personal, cultural, institutional), I thought that this would be a
perfect topic to explore as both pastors and the church move through a
time that, in a lot of ways, is a crisis of identity: Who are we if we don’t
have this or that? Who are we really? And how is God calling to live from
a place that is most authentically ourselves?
I’m grateful to OPSF for their encouragement and support to continue my
education. I hope that through it, I will be able to better help the church
serve God ever more faithfully.
-Dan Voigt
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AB O UT SAM

Part-time consultant with
Strawhecker Nonprofit
Services

Welcome Sam Rennick to the

Active member of
Presbyterian Church
of the Cross

O P SF BOARD O F DI REC TO RS
I first became acquainted with OPSF in the early 1980’s when it began
hosting the Summer School for Pastors at Hastings College. Thanks to
Phil Dudley, former President of Hastings College, I was given the opportunity to
participate as his assistant. I was fascinated by the history of the organization,
the challenges it faced over the years, and the positive impact OPSF has made

Elder, member of the
Chamber Singers, Alleluia
Choir, and serves on Board
for Vesper Concerts, Inc

in the lives of so many pastors and congregations. Now, some forty years later,
I am deeply honored to follow in the footsteps of people like Si Kessler, Howard
Dooley, Bill Mulford and countless others who loved and cared for OPSF.”

Sam retired from full-time work in 2019. He is currently a part-time consultant with
Strawhecker Nonprofit Services here in Omaha. Prior to retiring, Sam was the Executive
Director of the Beatrice Community Hospital Foundation in Beatrice, NE. His résumé also
includes four years as Director of Scholarship Programs for The Ford Family Foundation
based in Roseburg, OR. Before joining The Ford Family Foundation, he spent nearly 28
years serving as Vice President of Enrollment and College Relations, Senior Director of
Development and Director of Admissions at Hastings College (Nebraska), his alma mater.
Sam and his wife, Joyce Jeffries, are active members of Presbyterian Church of the Cross.
He is an Elder, a member of the Chamber Singers and Alleluia Choir, and serves on the
Board for Vesper Concerts, Inc., a nonprofit closely associated with PCOC. He also belongs
to the Omaha Downtown Rotary Club.
When not at the office, you can find Sam reading the latest James Patterson thriller; planning
a future trip to far-away places with his wife, following the exploits of their four children and
six grandchildren, or failing miserably to shoot par at a nearby golf course. Sam grew up on
a farm near Pilger, NE and currently resides in Bennington.

2022 OPSF
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Member of the Omaha
Downtown Rotary Club

Married with four children
and six grandchildren

Hobbies include reading
James Patterson thrillers,
taking trips to far away
places, and playing golf

Rev. Greg Allen-Pickett

Mr. Jack H. Jackson; Treasurer

Mr. Mitch Pirnie

Rev. Dr. Deborah Boucher-Payne

Rev. Timothy S. Maxa

Rev. Rick L. Sleyster

Rev. Dr. Alan Brehm

Dr. Robin R. Koozer

Rev. Polly Deppen-Williams; Secretary
Dr. Phillip L. Dudley Jr.; Vice Chair
Mr. Dave Fulton

Mr. Robert A. Meyer; Chair
Mr. John Morey

Mr. Sam Rennick

Mr. William Wiles, CP

Senator John Nelson
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

OPSF’S OFFERINGS

This year, Omaha Presbyterian Seminary Foundation finds itself in a season of transition. Even as we discern
where God is calling us, we continue to offer a variety of opportunities to seek, develop, and sustain leaders
in ministry through three key categories: scholarships, organizational grants, the PLR program.

LIFELONG LEARNING
GRANTS

SCHOLARSHIPS/GRANTS
FOR INDIVIDUALS

PASTORAL LEADERSHIP
REVITALIZATION (PLR)

OPSF’s Lifelong Learning Grants
support a variety of educational
events, workshops, and seminars,
hosted by PC(USA) presbyteries,
colleges, and conference/retreat
centers. Examples include implicit
bias training, presbytery retreats,
Christian Educators’ continuing
education, and stewardship seminars.

Scholarships for students who are
committed to congregational ministry:

PLR provides the opportunity
for pastors to develop skills, and
establish communities of mutual
accountability and nurture,
through a combination of clergy
coaching, cohorts/communities
of practice, and retreats.

Have an idea for programming that
will enrich the lives of Presbyterian
leaders and congregations?
APPLICATION FOR 2023 DUE
AUGUST 15, 2022
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Master of Divinity Scholarships
Apollos Scholarship:
applications due April 15
Doctor of Ministry Scholarships
Provided on a rolling basis,
as funds are available
Clergy Coaching
Matching funding for eight sessions of
spiritual direction or clergy coaching
Marilyn A. Jackson Scholarship
Up to $5,000 grant for pastors serving
small or rural Presbyterian Churches,
with priority given to racially or
applicants
| S P ethnically
R I N G 2 0 2diverse
2

If your presbytery is interested
in exploring the development
of a PLR program, reach out
to Becky Balestri,PLR program
manager.
EMAIL BECKY AT
becky@opsf-omaha.org

